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the perfect skate park and skate garden near Kansas City, The Skaters is the place to go. We create premier skate parks for
malls, schools and multi-family/apartments for homeowners. We create skate parks for parks and city parks, and for the

ultimate exterior for homes. Established in 1999, The Skaters is a commercial and residential company that creates custom skate
parks for communities. We design and build skate parks for public use. We also design and build skate parks for private

companies and individuals. Skate parks are our top priority, but as a result of the ever-changing growth in skateboarding, our
company has expanded to allow us to carry more products. We are constantly trying to improve everything about the retail

experience. The goal is to provide you an outstanding shopping experience while helping you enjoy the benefits of the local
community. Affordable We are not concerned with the cost for you. In fact, the cost is what makes us great. We create

affordable skate parks for the common taxpayer in every community. We are highly committed to the community and utilize a
portion of our profits to support worthy organizations. We also offer competitive pricing for locations outside of the Kansas
City area. We cater to the ones who are able to afford a great skate park, but also offer lower costs for those who are unsure.

We ask no questions on the cost of the park, just delivery. We are willing to give you a price and our final cost at completion of
the project. Customer Service At The Skaters, we provide the best customer service, in the most courteous manner possible. We
listen to your needs, understand your budget, and design the perfect skate park for you. We will do everything we can to ensure

that our customers have a fun, safe and long-lasting facility. We strive to provide the highest quality products, expert
workmanship and exceptional customer service.Q: Uint8Array read string, convert to BigInt, sum and write to new file, I have
converted my Json file to Uint8Array, but I want to convert it into BigInt and sum it together. For some reason I can't get it to
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